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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

A. WITNESS QUALIFICATIONS 2 

Q. Please state your name, business address, and job title. 3 

A. My name is Jennifer L. Hinman.  I work for the Illinois Commerce Commission, 527 4 

East Capitol Avenue, Springfield, Illinois  62701.  I am employed as an Economic 5 

Analyst in the Policy Division in the Public Utilities Bureau at the Illinois Commerce 6 

Commission ("ICC" or "Commission"). 7 

Q. Describe your educational background. 8 

A. In May of 2010, I graduated from Illinois State University with a Master of Science 9 

degree in Applied Economics with a specialization in the Electricity, Natural Gas, 10 

and Telecommunications Economics Regulatory sequence.  In May of 2008, I 11 

earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in Economics with a Financial Certificate and 12 

graduated summa cum laude from the University Honors Program at Armstrong 13 

Atlantic State University in Savannah, Georgia.  14 

Q. Describe your professional experience.  15 

A. Prior to joining the Commission Staff ("Staff" or "ICC Staff") in April of 2010, I 16 

worked as a Graduate Assistant in the Applied Economics Department at Illinois 17 

State University.  I was an intern in the Regulatory Department at AT&T Illinois in 18 

Chicago during the summer of 2009.  During my time at AT&T, I analyzed, 19 

compiled, graphed, and provided detailed recommendations on AT&T Illinois' 20 

Alternative Regulation Plan on individual service margins.  In addition, I reviewed 21 

the tariffing process and assisted in the filing of wholesale tariffs.  22 
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B. SUBJECT MATTER 23 

Q. What is the subject matter of this proceeding?  24 

A. Section 8-1031 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act2 ("Act") sets forth requirements for 25 

large electric utilities to develop and execute plans and programs to promote cost-26 

effective energy efficiency ("EE") and demand-response ("DR") measures.  (220 27 

ILCS 5/8-103).  The initial EE Plans3 prepared by Commonwealth Edison Company 28 

("ComEd" or "Company") and the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic 29 

Opportunity ("DCEO" or "Department") were considered by the Commission in 30 

Docket No. 07-0540 ("Plan 1 Docket").4  On February 6, 2008, the EE Plans were 31 

approved by the Commission subject to the conditions, modifications, and 32 

requirements stated in the Commission's Final Order ("Plan 1 Order").5   33 

  Section 8-103 of the Act sets forth energy efficiency standards and specifies 34 

the liability of a utility that does not meet these standards: 35 

… If, after 3 years, an electric utility fails to meet the efficiency 36 
standard specified in subsection (b) of this Section, as modified by 37 
subsections (d) and (e), it shall make a contribution to the Low-38 
Income Home Energy Assistance Program… a large electric utility 39 
shall pay $665,000… In addition, the responsibility for implementing 40 
the energy efficiency measures of the utility making the payment 41 
shall be transferred to the Illinois Power Agency if, after 3 years, or 42 
in any subsequent 3-year period, the utility fails to meet the 43 

                                            
1
 Section 12-103 of the Act was amended and renumbered as Section 8-103 by Public Act 95-0876, 

effective as of August 21, 2008. 
2
 220 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq. 

3
 Commonwealth Edison Co., Docket No. 07-0540, ComEd Ex. 1.0, Commonwealth Edison Company's 

2008 – 2010 Energy Efficiency and Demand Response Plan, Nov. 15, 2007 ("Plan 1") and 
Commonwealth Edison Co., Docket No. 07-0540, DCEO Exs. 1.0 – 1.15, Compliance – Documents 
from 07-0541 pursuant to the Administrative Law Judge's Ruling dated Jan. 10, 2008. Filed Jan. 4, 
2008  

4
 Commonwealth Edison Co., Docket No. 07-0540  ("Plan 1 Docket") 

5
 Commonwealth Edison Co., Docket No. 07-0540, Final Order, Feb. 6, 2008 ("Plan 1 Order") 
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efficiency standard specified in subsection (b) of this Section, as 44 
modified by subsections (d) and (e). The Agency shall implement a 45 
competitive procurement program to procure resources necessary 46 
to meet the standards specified in this Section as modified by 47 
subsections (d) and (e), with costs for those resources to be 48 
recovered in the same manner as products purchased through the 49 
procurement plan as provided in Section 16-111.5. The Director 50 
shall implement this requirement in connection with the 51 
procurement plan as provided in Section 16-111.5. 52 

 (220 ILCS 5/8-103(i)).  This case, initiated on August 23, 2011 by the Commission, 53 

concerns the investigation into the results from the implementation of ComEd's EE 54 

portfolio, including whether ComEd met its DR goal (PY2 Savings Order6 at 7), and 55 

whether ComEd met the energy efficiency standard during the period June 2010 56 

through May 2011, referred to herein as Plan Year 3 ("PY3").7   57 

C. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY 58 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony? 59 

A. The purpose of my direct testimony is as follows: 60 

(a) Provide an overview of the energy efficiency and demand-response 61 

standards8 and "banking" provisions as approved by the Commission. 62 

(b) Present my findings and recommendations regarding whether the Company 63 

met the EE and DR standards for PY3. 64 

                                            
6
 Commonwealth Edison Co., Docket No. 10-0520, Final Order, May 16, 2012 ("PY2 Savings Order") 

7
 Plan 1 consists of Plan Year 1 ("PY1") 2008, Plan Year 2 ("PY2") 2009, and Plan Year 3 ("PY3") 2010.  

A Plan Year runs from the June monthly billing period through the May monthly billing period.  
8
 It appears that Section 8-103 of the Act uses the following terms interchangeably: incremental annual 

energy savings goals, annual savings targets, savings goals, incremental annual performance goals, 
energy efficiency and demand-response standards, efficiency standard(s), requirements, goal, and 
required energy efficiency measures.  Therefore, I use these terms interchangeably throughout this 
testimony.  
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(c) Present my findings and recommendations regarding the amount of energy 65 

savings achieved to date and the amount of energy savings "banked" to 66 

date. 67 

(d) Provide other recommendations relevant to the subject matter of this 68 

proceeding. 69 

D. IDENTIFICATION OF ATTACHMENTS 70 

Q. Will you be sponsoring any exhibits with your direct testimony? 71 

A. Yes.  ICC Staff Exhibits ("Exs.") 1.1 through 1.5.  These exhibits will be referenced 72 

throughout this testimony and primarily consist of savings estimates, 73 

memorandums, and evaluation results from the independent evaluation team 74 

("Evaluator").9  75 

 Staff Ex. 1.1 – ComEd Service Territory Plan 1 Savings Summary 76 

 Staff Ex. 1.2 – Appliance Recycling Program ("ARP") Savings Adjustments 77 

("adjARP") 78 

 Staff Ex. 1.3 – Appliance Recycling Program in situ Metering Study Results 79 

 Staff Ex. 1.4 – Calculation of CFL Carryover Savings (CONFIDENTIAL) 80 

 Staff Ex. 1.5 – IL-TRM-PY5 CFL Version_071812 81 

E. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 82 

Q. Please summarize the results from your review.   83 

                                            
9
 Navigant Consulting was hired pursuant to 220 ILCS 5/8-103(f)(7) to independently evaluate the energy 

efficiency programs implemented in the ComEd service territory. 
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A. Nothing came to my attention that would indicate the energy efficiency and 84 

demand-response standards set forth in Section 8-103 of the Act have not been 85 

met for Plan Year 3.  Based on the independent Evaluator's findings, the EE and 86 

DR standards specified in Section 8-103 of the Act were exceeded in PY3.  87 

(Evaluator's Summary Report10 at 2-4 and attached Measure Reports; Staff Exs. 88 

1.1, 1.2, 1.3).  The achievement of energy savings in excess of the statutory 89 

efficiency standard results in a cumulative total of 97,777 megawatt-hours11 90 

("MWh") of "banked" energy savings available for use to comply with future 91 

standards, if necessary, subject to certain limitations set forth in applicable 92 

Commission orders.  (Staff Ex. 1.1; Plan 1 Order at 41; Plan 2 Order12 at 19; PY2 93 

Savings Order at 5-6). 94 

Q. What are your overall recommendations to the Commission? 95 

A. I recommend that the Commission make several findings:  96 

 (1) ComEd met the statutory demand-response standard for Plan Year 3 as set 97 

forth in Section 8-103(c) of the Act.  98 

 (2) ComEd achieved its "portion" of the statutory energy savings goal mandated 99 

by Section 8-103(b) of the Act, as modified by subsections (d) and (e) of that 100 

Section. 101 

                                            
10

 Docket No. 11-0593, Summary Report, filed June 21, 2012. Navigant Consulting, 2012. Energy 
Efficiency / Demand Response Plan: Plan Year 3 (6/1/2010-5/31/2011) Evaluation Report: Summary 
Report. Presented to Commonwealth Edison Company. Presented by Navigant Consulting, Itron, 
Opinion Dynamics Corporation, and Michaels Engineering. May 31, 2012 ("Evaluator's Summary 
Report") 

11
 1 megawatt-hour = 1,000 kilowatt-hours ("kWh") 

12
 Commonwealth Edison Co., Docket No. 10-0570, Final Order, Dec. 21, 2010 ("Plan 2 Order") 
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(3) The statutory energy efficiency standard for Plan Year 3 as set forth in 102 

Section 8-103(b) of the Act was exceeded in the ComEd service territory.  103 

(4) A cumulative total of 97,777 MWh of energy savings is available for use in 104 

complying with the energy efficiency standards in future Plan Years, if 105 

necessary, subject to applicable Commission orders.    106 

(5) CFL carryover shall be calculated based on the savings resulting from the 107 

baseline determined for the installation year.  The net-to-gross ratio 108 

("NTGR") and hours-of-use ("HOU") residential/nonresidential split evaluated 109 

during the year of purchase shall be used for CFL carryover bulbs. 110 

II. ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND DEMAND-RESPONSE STANDARDS 111 

Q. Please provide an overview of the energy efficiency and demand-response 112 

standards.  113 

A. Section 8-103 of the Act requires that "Electric utilities… implement cost-effective 114 

energy efficiency measures to meet the following incremental annual energy 115 

savings goals… 0.2% of energy delivered in the year commencing June 1, 2008 116 

[Plan Year 1]… 0.4% of energy delivered in the year commencing June 1, 2009 117 

[Plan Year 2, and]… 0.6% of energy delivered in the year commencing June 1, 118 

2010 [Plan Year 3]…."  (220 ILCS 5/8-103(b)).  In addition, the statute requires that 119 

ComEd "implement cost-effective demand-response measures to reduce peak 120 

demand by 0.1% over the prior year for eligible retail customers…."  (220 ILCS 5/8-121 

103(c)).  The Act also requires that "The portfolio of measures, administered by 122 

both the utilities and the Department, shall, in combination, be designed to achieve 123 
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the annual savings targets described in subsections (b) and (c) of this Section, as 124 

modified by subsection (d) of this Section."  (220 ILCS 5/8-103(e)).   125 

Q. What are the statutory energy efficiency and demand-response goals 126 

approved by the Commission in the Plan 1 Order? 127 

 A. ComEd's statutory demand-response goal is 10 megawatts ("MW") for PY3.  (Plan 128 

1 at 16).  For the ComEd service territory, "the statutory savings goals… are as 129 

follows:  (1) year commencing in June 2008 – savings goal of 188,739 MWh; (2) 130 

year commencing in June 2009 – savings goal of 393,691 MWh; and (3) year 131 

commencing in June 2010, savings goal 584,077 MWh."  (Plan 1 Order at 10-11).  132 

The Plan 1 Order states that "the utilities and DCEO further agreed that the DCEO 133 

share of the annual kilowatt savings targets would be less than 25% with the 134 

relevant utility making up the difference."  (Id. at 19).  Further, the Plan 1 Order 135 

states, "As between ComEd and DCEO, DCEO's programs will account for 136 

approximately 21% (ranging from 18.6%- 21.5%) of the total kilowatt savings during 137 

the first three planning years…."  (Plan 1 Order at 19; Plan 1 Docket, DCEO Ex. 1.0 138 

at 12; Plan 1 Docket, DCEO Ex. 1.1).  However, the statute further provides that 139 

"No electric utility shall be deemed to have failed to meet the energy efficiency 140 

standards to the extent any such failure is due to a failure of the Department or the 141 

Agency."  (220 ILCS 5/8-103(k)).  Table 1 below presents the EE and DR standards 142 

approved by the Commission for the ComEd service territory.  143 
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 144 

III. DEMAND-RESPONSE GOAL 145 

Q. Did ComEd meet its demand-response goal of 10 MW for PY3? 146 

A. Yes.   147 

Q. How did ComEd meet its demand-response goal during PY3? 148 

A. ComEd implemented the Central Air Conditioning ("CAC") Cycling program 149 

element to achieve its demand-response goal of 10 MW for PY3.  The Evaluator 150 

reports 14.7 MW of demand-response capability achieved through 10,180 new 151 

participants13 joining ComEd's CAC Cycling program during PY3.  (Evaluator's 152 

Measure Report #8 at 2, 4, 16-18; Evaluator's Summary Report at 4).  In assessing 153 

whether ComEd met its demand-response goal, the Evaluator reviewed the 154 

demand savings estimates from a previous evaluation14 of the program.  The 155 

Evaluator verified that the characteristics of the participants from the previous 156 

evaluation were consistent with the characteristics (geographic location, energy 157 

                                            
13

 Approximately 1.48 kilowatts ("kW") per new participant, with 3.1 MW (or 37.2%) achieved through 
3,787 customers opting for the 50% AC cycling option, and 11.62 MW (or 62.8%) achieved through 
6,393 customers opting for the 100% AC cycling option.  (Evaluator's Measure Report #8 at 4). 

14
 “ComEd’s Nature First A/C Load Control Measurement and Verification, 2006 Revision and Revised 

PJM Control Matrices”, GoodCents Solutions, March 2007 

Table 1.  Section 8-103 Energy Efficiency and Demand-Response Standards for Plan 1 

ComEd Service Territory 
 

2008 (PY1) 2009 (PY2) 2010 (PY3) Source 

Incremental Annual Energy 
Savings Goals: Incremental 

% of Energy Delivered 
% 0.2% 0.4% 0.6% 220 ILCS 5/8-103(b) 

Energy Delivered MWh 94,363,626 95,922,777 97,346,119 Docket No. 07-0540, DCEO Ex. 1.1 

Energy Efficiency 
Standards 

MWh 188,729 393,691 584,077 
Docket No. 07-0540, Final Order at 10-11; 

Docket No. 07-0540, DCEO Ex. 1.1; 
Docket No. 07-0540, ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 16 

Peak Demand Reduction 
Standard:  % of prior year 
eligible retail peak demand 

% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 220 ILCS 5/8-103(c) 

Demand-Response 
Standards 

MW 11.7 11.1 10.0 
Docket No. 07-0540, Final Order at 14; 

Docket No. 07-0540, ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 16 
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use, and selection of cycling level) of the new participants joining ComEd's CAC 158 

Cycling program.  (Id.).  The Evaluator also looked at whether or not the previous 159 

evaluation estimates15 are an appropriate estimate of load reduction at the time of 160 

ComEd system peak.  (Id.).  The Evaluator noted that differences between the 161 

previous evaluation estimates and actual load reductions will occur based on the 162 

hours of the day that an event is called and the outdoor temperatures during the 163 

event, the two effects of which offset each other with the temperature effect being 164 

greater.  (Id.).  Rather than trying to adjust the estimated impact for each of these 165 

effects, the Evaluator reports that ComEd has chosen to maintain consistency with 166 

the previous evaluation estimates of 0.909 kW per customer (50% AC cycling 167 

option) for estimating program goals and achievements.  (Id.).  The Evaluator 168 

reports that this is a conservative estimate since it is likely that temperatures on a 169 

ComEd system peak day will increase impacts beyond this level for 50% cycling.  170 

Given the importance of being able to achieve estimated demand reductions for 171 

demand-response programs, the Evaluator reports that the impact estimate should 172 

be kept conservative and it does not recommend any changes to the estimate at 173 

this time.  (Id.).   174 

The Evaluator's conclusion that ComEd exceeded the 10 MW demand-175 

response goal through the addition of 10,180 new participants joining ComEd's 176 

CAC Cycling program appears reasonable.  I recommend that the Commission find 177 

that ComEd met its statutory demand-response goal for PY3. 178 

                                            
15

 0.909 kW for a 50% cycling participant and 1.818 kW for a 100% load shed participant 
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Q. Does ComEd agree that it met its demand-response goal for PY3? 179 

A. Yes.  (ComEd Ex. 1.0 Corrected at 8). 180 

IV. ENERGY SAVINGS GOAL 181 

A. OVERVIEW 182 

Q. What is ComEd's "portion" of the energy efficiency standard for PY3? 183 

A. The Commission stated that "DCEO's programs will account for approximately 21% 184 

(ranging from 18.6%- 21.5%) of the total kilowatt savings during the first three 185 

planning years".  (Plan 1 Order at 19).  The range in percentages is consistent with 186 

those contained in DCEO's EE Plan approved by the Commission, which lists 187 

DCEO's PY3 goal at 21.5% for the ComEd service territory.  (Id.; Plan 1 Docket, 188 

DCEO Ex. 1.1).  For PY3, ComEd's "portion" of the statutory energy savings goal 189 

approved by the Commission is 458,656 MWh (78.5% of statutory goal).  (Id.). 190 

Q. Does ComEd agree that its "portion" of the energy savings goal for PY3 is 191 

458,656 MWh? 192 

A. No.  ComEd's interpretation of its "portion" of the savings goal differs from that 193 

supported by Staff.  ComEd uses the "portion" of the savings goal as presented in 194 

its EE Plan, while I use the "portion" of the savings goal as presented in DCEO's 195 

EE Plan and as ultimately adopted by the Commission in the Plan 1 Order.16   196 

(ComEd Ex. 1.0 Corrected at 4; Plan 1 at 2; Plan 1 Order at 19; Plan 1 Docket, 197 

                                            
16

 See also, the ComEd and DCEO Initial Briefs filed in the Plan 1 Docket.  The Commission ultimately 
adopted language in the Plan 1 Order similar to that recommended by DCEO in its Brief, thus implicitly 
rejecting ComEd's recommended division of the energy efficiency standards between DCEO and 
ComEd as presented in ComEd's Brief. 
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DCEO Ex. 1.1).  Table 2 below presents a comparison of my understanding of 198 

ComEd's "portion" of the savings goal with what I believe to be ComEd's 199 

understanding of its "portion" of the savings goal (bottom row).   200 

Table 2.  ComEd's and DCEO's "Portion" of the Statutory Goals (Net MWh) 

ComEd Service Territory 2008 (PY1) 2009 (PY2) 2010 (PY3) Plan 1 

Energy Efficiency Standards 188,729 393,691 584,077 1,166,497 

DCEO's "Portion" of the 
Energy Efficiency Standards 

21.4% 20.7% 21.5% 21.2% 

DCEO's "Portion" of the 
Energy Efficiency Standards 

40,412 81,653 125,421 247,487 

ComEd's "Portion" of the 
Energy Efficiency Standards 

78.6% 79.3% 78.5% 78.8% 

ComEd's "Portion" of the 
Energy Efficiency Standards 

148,317 312,038 458,656 919,010 

ComEd's Position: ComEd's 
"Portion" of the Energy 

Efficiency Standards 
148,842 312,339 458,919 920,100 

Sources:  ComEd Ex. 1.0 Corrected at 4; Docket No. 07-0540, Final Order at 10-11, 19; Docket No. 07-0540, 
DCEO Ex. 1.1; Docket No. 07-0540, ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 2, 16 

 201 

Q. What did the Commission determine in the PY2 Savings Order regarding the 202 

division of the statutory goal between ComEd and DCEO? 203 

A. The PY2 Savings Order states: 204 

Because ComEd is not contesting this issue, the Commission will 205 
not reach a decision and the value presented in DCEO's EE Plan is 206 
adopted for purposes of this proceeding.   207 

(PY2 Savings Order at 3). 208 
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B. FINDINGS 209 

Q. Did ComEd meet its "portion" of the statutory energy savings goal for Plan 210 

Year 3? 211 

A. Yes.   212 

Q. How did ComEd meet its "portion" of the statutory energy savings goal 213 

during PY3? 214 

A. ComEd administered residential and business energy efficiency programs in its 215 

service territory in order to meet its "portion" of the energy savings goal during PY3.  216 

Program descriptions and the savings estimates of each of the residential and 217 

business EE programs are described in detail in the Evaluator's Measure Reports 218 

filed in this docket.  Based on the independent Evaluator's findings, the EE 219 

standard specified in Section 8-103 of the Act was exceeded in PY3.  (Evaluator's 220 

Summary Report at 2-4 and attached Measure Reports; Staff Exs. 1.1, 1.2, 1.3).   221 

The Commission ruled in the PY2 Savings Order that for the entirety of Plan 222 

1, the "deemed" savings values for light bulbs17 should be used both in (1) 223 

determining whether ComEd has met its "portion" of the EE goal, and for (2) 224 

calculating the amount of energy savings that may be "banked".  (PY2 Savings 225 

Order at 6).  Consistent with this finding, Table 3 below reports the energy savings 226 

results from the ComEd service territory using the "deemed" savings values for 227 

                                            
17

 Light bulbs were the only measure that the Commission allowed ComEd to "deem" savings for during 
Plan 1.  (See, Plan 1 Order at 42). 
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lighting ("dCFL"),18 as opposed to using the independent Evaluator's savings 228 

estimates for light bulbs ("adjCFL").19  As mentioned previously in this testimony, for 229 

PY3, ComEd's "portion" of the statutory energy savings goal approved by the 230 

Commission is 458,656 MWh (78.5% of statutory goal).  (Plan 1 Order at 19; Plan 1 231 

Docket, DCEO Ex. 1.1).  Based on my review of the evaluations and taking into 232 

consideration the "deemed" savings values for light bulbs, I recommend that the 233 

Commission accept that ComEd achieved 605,419 MWh of net energy savings 234 

during PY3.  (Evaluator's Summary Report at 2-4 and attached Measure Reports; 235 

Staff Ex. 1.1 at row (e); Staff Exs. 1.2, 1.3).  ComEd's achievement of 605,419 236 

MWh during PY3 is approximately 132% of the Commission-approved goal for 237 

ComEd or over 145,000 MWh in excess of ComEd's "portion" of the goal.  ComEd's 238 

achievement of its "portion" of the savings goal means that ComEd is not required 239 

to make a contribution to the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program; and 240 

ComEd is not required to transfer responsibility for implementing the EE programs 241 

to the Illinois Power Agency ("IPA") pursuant to 220 ILCS 5/8-103(i).  242 

                                            
18

 Savings estimates that use the "deemed" savings values for light bulbs are designated as "dCFL" in 
Staff Ex. 1.1. 

19
 In addition to reporting the savings using the "deemed" lighting values, Staff Ex. 1.1 provides the best 

estimates of energy savings actually achieved in the ComEd service territory, taking into consideration 
the results from the Evaluator's residential lighting metering study conducted in the ComEd service  
territory.  (See, Staff Ex. 1.1 at row (i); Evaluator's Measure Report #2 at 106 (pdf at 162), Appendix 
5.2 Lighting Logger Study Details). Savings estimates that use the results from the ComEd lighting 
logger study are designated as "adjCFL" in Staff Ex. 1.1.  
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Table 3.  Energy Savings Estimates (MWh) ("deemed" savings for light bulbs, dCFL, adjARP) 

ComEd Service Territory 2010 (PY3) Source 

Energy Efficiency Standard (Net) 584,077 
Docket No. 07-0540, Final Order at 10-11; 

Docket No. 07-0540, DCEO Ex. 1.1; 
Docket No. 07-0540, ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 16 

ComEd's "Portion" of the Energy Efficiency 
Standard (Net) (78.5%) 458,656 

Docket No. 07-0540, Final Order at 19; 
Docket No. 07-0540, DCEO Ex. 1.1 

ComEd Energy Savings Estimates (Gross) 853,158 
Evaluator's Summary Report at 2; Staff Ex. 

1.2, 1.3 at 4 

ComEd Energy Savings Estimates (Net) 605,419 
Evaluator's Summary Report at 2; Staff Ex. 

1.1, 1.2, 1.3 at 4 

DCEO's "Portion" of the Energy Efficiency 
Standard (Net) (21.5%) 125,421 

Docket No. 07-0540, Final Order at 19; 
Docket No. 07-0540, DCEO Ex. 1.1 

DCEO Energy Savings Estimates (Gross) 65,341 Evaluator's Summary Report at 6 

DCEO Energy Savings Estimates (Net) 54,130 Evaluator's Summary Report at 6 

ComEd and DCEO Total Gross Savings 918,499 
ComEd plus DCEO Gross Energy Savings 

Estimates 

ComEd and DCEO Total Net Savings 659,549 
ComEd plus DCEO Net Energy Savings 

Estimates 

Savings in Excess of Energy Efficiency 
Standard (Net) 75,472 

ComEd and DCEO Total Net Savings less 
Energy Efficiency Standard (Net) 

 243 

Q. Why do you recommend the Commission accept the evaluation results as 244 

referenced in this testimony?  245 

A. Ratepayer funds were spent to independently evaluate the Company's energy 246 

efficiency efforts as required by 220 ILCS 5/8-103(f)(7).  The work of the 247 

independent Evaluator seems to have been competently done and consistent with 248 
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methods generally accepted as best practices in the EE evaluation community.20  249 

Justification for the evaluation methods used and other supporting documentation 250 

are all properly contained within the independent evaluation reports filed in this 251 

docket.  (Evaluator's Measure Reports; Staff Ex. 1.3).  The evaluation reports filed 252 

in this docket provide reasonable documentation in this proceeding that ComEd 253 

met its "portion" of the energy savings goal for Plan Year 3. 254 

Q. Does ComEd agree that it met its "portion" of the energy savings goal? 255 

A. Yes.  (ComEd Ex. 1.0 Corrected at 4).  However, as mentioned previously in this 256 

testimony, I do not concur with ComEd's assessment of what its "portion" of the 257 

goal is.  (See, Table 2).  Despite this variance, there is no dispute that ComEd met 258 

its "portion" of the savings goal under either measure of the goal.  259 

Q. Do your estimates of savings that ComEd achieved, 605,419 MWh, match 260 

ComEd's estimates of savings provided in its direct testimony? 261 

A. No.  It is my opinion that ComEd achieved 605,419 MWh in PY3 when the 262 

"deemed" savings for light bulbs are used, while ComEd reports 626,715 MWh.  263 

(ComEd Ex. 1.0 Corrected at 5; Staff Ex. 1.1 at rows (d), (e)).  The difference 264 

between the ComEd portfolio savings estimates is 21,296 MWh [=(626,715 – 265 

605,419)]. 266 

                                            
20

 Failure to take issue with a particular methodology or approach used to estimate energy savings by the 
independent Evaluator should not be construed as an endorsement of those approaches. 
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Q. Please explain why there is a discrepancy between your estimates of savings 267 

achieved and the estimates of savings achieved as presented in ComEd's 268 

direct testimony. 269 

A. Unlike my estimate, ComEd's estimate of savings from the Appliance Recycling 270 

program ("ARP") is based on an equation derived from a California study.  (Staff 271 

Ex. 1.3 at 2).  ComEd's estimate of savings does not adjust21 for the results from 272 

the in situ (meaning "in its original place") metering study conducted in the ComEd 273 

service territory.  (Staff Ex. 1.1 at row (d)).  Primary data has been collected that 274 

improves the reasonableness of the estimates of energy savings achieved through 275 

the recycling of refrigerators and freezers in the ComEd service territory.  At the 276 

direction of ComEd, the Evaluator conducted an in situ metering study of the unit 277 

energy consumption for the refrigerators and freezers that are recycled through 278 

ComEd's EE program.   279 

The ARP in situ metering study's results show that the best estimates22 of 280 

actual energy savings achieved in the ComEd service territory from the recycling of 281 

refrigerators and freezers is only about half of what was initially estimated using the 282 

equation from the California study.23  Given this significant discrepancy, it is my 283 

opinion that these initial savings estimates, which are based on the equation from 284 

the California study, are not reasonable, and I recommend that the Commission 285 

                                            
21

 Savings estimates that have not been adjusted for the ComEd ARP in situ metering study results are 
designated as "noARP" in Staff Ex. 1.1. 

22
 The ComEd ARP in situ metering study memorandum states that "the evaluation team believes that the 

preferred algorithm from this in situ metering study will provide more accurate estimates of savings in 
ComEd territory compared with estimates from the previous algorithm."  (Staff Ex. 1.3 at 4). 

23
 Estimating savings using the results from the ComEd ARP in situ metering study is consistent with best 

practices and the preferred approach contained in the draft recommendations from the United States 
Department of Energy's Uniform Methods Project.  http://www1.eere.energy.gov/deployment/ump.html  

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/deployment/ump.html
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decline to use these savings estimates in determining the amount of savings 286 

achieved in the ComEd service territory.  Instead, I recommend the Commission 287 

accept the adjustments as presented in Staff Ex. 1.2 based on the ComEd ARP in 288 

situ metering study.24  (Staff Exs. 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 at 4). 289 

I recommend that the Company be credited with 23,555 MWh of net energy 290 

savings from the Appliance Recycling program in PY3.  (Staff Ex. 1.2 at 1).  ComEd 291 

has assumed 44,851 MWh from the ARP in PY3.  (ComEd Ex. 1.0 Corrected at 5; 292 

Staff Ex. 1.2 at 1).   The difference between these two estimates, 21,296 MWh 293 

[=(44,851 – 23,555)] is equal to the difference between the ComEd portfolio 294 

savings estimates 21,296 MWh [=(626,715 – 605,419)].  Staff Ex. 1.2 provides a 295 

summary of the adjustments to ComEd's savings estimates that I recommend the 296 

Commission adopt for this program.  Staff Ex. 1.3 contains the ComEd ARP in situ 297 

metering study evaluation results, which provide adequate documentation to adopt 298 

my adjustment in this proceeding.     299 

V. "BANKING" ENERGY SAVINGS 300 

A. OVERVIEW 301 

Q. Please provide an overview of "banking" energy savings.  302 

A. The Commission previously ruled that, if ComEd and DCEO were to achieve 303 

energy savings in excess of the statutory savings goal in one Plan Year, that 304 

excess could count toward the fulfillment of a subsequent Plan Year's energy 305 

                                            
24

 Savings estimates that use the results from the ComEd ARP in situ metering study are designated as 
"adjARP" in Staff Ex. 1.1. 
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savings goal.  (Plan 1 Order at 40-41).  However, the Commission imposed certain 306 

limitations on this "banking" privilege: 307 

Limiting the amount of allowable "banked energy savings" to a 308 
percentage of the banked year's energy savings is reasonable.  It is 309 
also reasonable to limit the amount that can be "banked" to one 310 
which would only allow utilities to "bank" a de minimus carry over, 311 
as anything further would violate the statute.  Therefore, ComEd's 312 
and DCEO's request for Commission approval of "banked" energy 313 
savings is granted, but, they may "bank" no more than 10 percent 314 
of the energy savings required by statute in the year, in which, it is 315 
"banked."   316 

 (Id.).  317 

Q. Has the Commission approved the "banking" of energy savings from 318 

previous Plan Years? 319 

A. Yes.  In the PY2 Savings Order, the Commission ordered "that a cumulative total of 320 

39,369 MWh of energy savings is available for use in complying with future Plan 321 

Years."  (PY2 Savings Order at 8). 322 

Q. Has the Commission approved the concept of "banking" energy savings 323 

from Plan 1 to Plan 2? 324 

A. Yes.  The Plan 2 Order states:  325 

The Commission rejects the IPA’s contention that the statute 326 
prohibits banked savings from being carried over from a year that 327 
falls under one plan to a subsequent year that falls under another 328 
plan… Given the circumstances in this docket, the Commission 329 
approves the banking provisions set out in the Stipulation.  Of 330 
course, the approval of banking here does not guarantee approval 331 
of banking for future three year plans.   332 
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(Plan 2 Order at 53-54).  One of the relevant "banking" provisions set out in the 333 

Stipulation states: 334 

• ComEd’s request to accumulate and apply “banked” kWh 335 
savings across years – specifically from PY1 through PY4 for 336 
application in PY5 – is approved. 337 

 (Plan 2 Order at 53). 338 

Q. What is the maximum amount of energy savings that potentially can be 339 

"banked" at the end of Plan Year 3?      340 

A. For PY3, the maximum "banking" allowed is an incremental 58,408 MWh [=(PY3 341 

Statutory Energy Savings Goal*10%)] in the event the PY3 statutory energy 342 

savings goal of 584,077 MWh has been sufficiently exceeded.  Adding the 39,369 343 

MWh approved by the Commission in the PY2 Savings Order, the cumulative total 344 

potential "banking" allowed at the end of PY3 would be 97,777 MWh of energy 345 

savings.     346 

B. FINDINGS 347 

Q. Please summarize the estimated amount of energy savings achieved and the 348 

cumulative amount of energy savings "banked" at the end of PY3. 349 

A. Staff Ex. 1.1 contains a summary of the amount of savings achieved in the ComEd 350 

service territory due to energy efficiency programs implemented pursuant to 351 

Section 8-103 of the Act.25  Using the "deemed" savings values for light bulbs, 352 

ComEd and DCEO achieved 659,549 MWh of net energy savings.  (Staff Ex. 1.1 at 353 

                                            
25

 Based on what I believe to be the best estimates of energy savings available at this time, ComEd and 
DCEO achieved 701,144 MWh of net energy savings during PY3.  (Staff Ex. 1.1 at row (i) (adjCFL, 
adjARP)). 
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row (h)).  As previously discussed in this testimony, the Commission ruled in the 354 

PY2 Savings Order that the "deemed" values for light bulbs should be used in 355 

calculating the amount of savings that may be "banked" during Plan 1.  Consistent 356 

with this finding, the energy savings goal was exceeded by 75,472 MWh [=(659,549 357 

– 584,077)] in PY3.  (See, Table 3; Staff Ex. 1.1 at row (k)).  I recommend the 358 

Commission approve the maximum "banking" allowed, 58,408 MWh from PY3, for 359 

a cumulative total of 97,777 MWh of net energy savings "banked" at the end of PY3 360 

in the ComEd service territory.  (Staff Ex. 1.1 at row (m)).   361 

Table 4 below presents a summary of the statutory EE standards and the 362 

amount of "banking" allowed for the ComEd service territory. 363 

Table 4.  "Banking" of Energy Savings (Net MWh) 

ComEd Service Territory 2008 (PY1) 2009 (PY2) 2010 (PY3) 

Energy Efficiency Standards 188,729 393,691 584,077 

Potential "Banking" (10% Limit) 18,873 39,369 58,408 

Actual "Banking" 0 39,369 58,408 

Cumulative "Banked" Energy 
Savings 

0 39,369 97,777 

Sources:  Staff Ex. 1.1; ComEd Ex. 1.0 Corrected at 7-8; Docket No. 07-0540, Final Order at 10-11, 
41; Docket No. 07-0540, DCEO Ex. 1.1; Docket No. 07-0540, ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 16; Docket No. 10-
0520, Final Order at 6 

 364 

Q. Does ComEd agree with your conclusion that 97,777 MWh of energy savings 365 

are "banked" at the end of PY3? 366 
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A. Yes.  (ComEd Ex. 1.0 Corrected at 8).  However, as mentioned previously in this 367 

testimony, I do not concur with ComEd's assessment of the amount of savings it 368 

claims was achieved.  Despite this variance, due to the 10% maximum "banking" 369 

provision for PY3, there is no dispute that 97,777 MWh of energy savings should be 370 

"banked" at the end of PY3 under either measure of savings.  I recommend the 371 

Commission approve a cumulative total of 97,777 MWh of energy savings available 372 

for use in complying with the energy efficiency standards in future Plan Years, if 373 

necessary, subject to certain limitations set forth in applicable Commission orders.   374 

(Staff Ex. 1.1; Plan 1 Order at 41; Plan 2 Order at 19; PY2 Savings Order at 5-6). 375 

VI. COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PROGRAMS 376 

Q. What does the law state about cost-effectiveness of the EE programs? 377 

A. Although I am not an attorney, based on advice from counsel, it appears that the 378 

law requires the savings goals to be met cost-effectively. The savings goals are the 379 

subject of this docket.  The statute states: 380 

(b) Electric utilities shall implement cost-effective energy efficiency 381 
measures to meet the following incremental annual energy savings 382 
goals: 383 

(1) 0.2% of energy delivered in the year commencing June 1, 2008; 384 

(2) 0.4% of energy delivered in the year commencing June 1, 2009; 385 

(3) 0.6% of energy delivered in the year commencing June 1, 2010;  386 

(220 ILCS 5/8-103(b)).  (Emphasis added).  In another subsection of the statute 387 

where the independent evaluations (which have been filed in this docket) are 388 

discussed, the statute provides that:  389 
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 In submitting proposed energy efficiency and demand-390 
response plans and funding levels to meet the savings goals 391 
adopted by this Act the utility shall: 392 

… 393 

(7) Provide for an annual independent evaluation of the 394 
performance of the cost-effectiveness of the utility's portfolio of 395 
measures and the Department's portfolio of measures, as well as a 396 
full review of the 3-year results of the broader net program impacts 397 
and, to the extent practical, for adjustment of the measures on a 398 
going-forward basis as a result of the evaluations. The resources 399 
dedicated to evaluation shall not exceed 3% of portfolio resources 400 
in any given year. 401 

(220 ILCS 5/8-103(f)(7)).  (Emphases added).  Section 8-103 of the Act states: 402 

… If, after 3 years, an electric utility fails to meet the efficiency 403 
standard specified in subsection (b) of this Section, as modified by 404 
subsections (d) and (e), it shall make a contribution to the Low-405 
Income Home Energy Assistance Program…  406 

 (220 ILCS 5/8-103(i)).  (Emphases added). 407 

Q. What do you view as the role of determination of cost-effectiveness of the 408 

Company's EE measures in this docket? 409 

A. Since Section 8-103 is the subject of this proceeding and the statute requires that 410 

goals be met with cost-effective measures, it is appropriate to provide the 411 

Commission an opportunity to evaluate and determine whether the programs were 412 

cost-effective concurrently with measuring the savings achieved.  This docket is the 413 

appropriate place to review the cost-effectiveness of the programs in the ComEd 414 

portfolio for the three-year period that encompasses ComEd's Plan 1.  415 

Q. Has the Company provided the information that shows that these programs 416 

have provided net benefits to ratepayers over the past three years? 417 
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A. No.  Therefore, I recommend the Company provide in its rebuttal testimony, the 418 

estimated cost-effectiveness of the EE programs for the three-year period that 419 

encompasses ComEd's Plan 1.  If ComEd does not, then I recommend ComEd 420 

clarify where it believes the Commission would review this information and make a 421 

determination if not in this docket. 422 

Q. Do you recommend ComEd use the "deemed" savings values for light bulbs 423 

in its cost-effectiveness analysis? 424 

A. I believe it would be appropriate to show the cost-effectiveness results using both 425 

"deemed" and the best estimates of the actual savings achieved.  Staff Ex. 1.1 426 

contains my recommendations for the amount of savings to use in ComEd's 427 

analysis.  (Staff Ex. 1.1 at row (f)).  428 

Q. Do you have any other recommendations for this analysis? 429 

A. Yes.  I have several recommendations at this time.  In calculating the total resource 430 

cost ("TRC") test,26 I recommend that: 431 

                                            
26

 "Total resource cost test" or "TRC test" means a standard that is met if, for an investment in energy 
efficiency or demand-response measures, the benefit-cost ratio is greater than one. The benefit-cost 
ratio is the ratio of the net present value of the total benefits of the program to the net present value of 
the total costs as calculated over the lifetime of the measures. A total resource cost test compares the 
sum of avoided electric utility costs, representing the benefits that accrue to the system and the 
participant in the delivery of those efficiency measures, as well as other quantifiable societal benefits, 
including avoided natural gas utility costs, to the sum of all incremental costs of end-use measures 
that are implemented due to the program (including both utility and participant contributions), plus 
costs to administer, deliver, and evaluate each demand-side program, to quantify the net savings 
obtained by substituting the demand-side program for supply resources. In calculating avoided costs 
of power and energy that an electric utility would otherwise have had to acquire, reasonable estimates 
shall be included of financial costs likely to be imposed by future regulations and legislation on 
emissions of greenhouse gases.  (20 ILCS 3855/1-10). 
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(1) The Company properly allocates all program-related costs to each program 432 

analysis (e.g., non-Rider marketing costs for the Appliance Recycling 433 

program would be included in the ARP's TRC test ratio).   434 

(2) The payment to customers for the Appliance Recycling program is 435 

recognized as a program cost in the cost-effectiveness analysis.   436 

(3) The Company allocates certain costs consistently across the three years 437 

(e.g., direct install program costs) in the cost-effectiveness analysis.   438 

(4) The Company ensures that only "reasonable estimates" are "included of 439 

financial costs likely to be imposed by future regulations and legislation on 440 

emissions of greenhouse gases" (i.e., reasonable estimates for financial 441 

costs likely to be imposed by future regulations should only be added to the 442 

avoided costs for the future years in which the regulations are expected to 443 

be in effect).  (20 ILCS 3855/1-10).  (Emphasis added). 444 

(5) The Company should provide sufficient justification for the assumptions 445 

used and the approach presented with its analysis. 446 

VII. REVISED EE PLANS PURSUANT TO SECTION 8-103(E) OF THE ACT 447 

Q. What does the PY2 Savings Order contain with respect to DCEO? 448 

A. The PY2 Savings Order states: 449 

In addition, the failure of DCEO to meet its portion of the energy 450 
savings is addressed in the statute.  Pursuant to subsection (e), 451 
ComEd is required to file a revised plan if DCEO fails to meet its 452 
goal and, presumably, ComEd would then take on a larger share of 453 
the goal.  Subsection (j) provides that if, after three years, DCEO 454 
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fails to implement its share of the energy efficiency measures, then 455 
the IPA may assume responsibility of DCEO's share.   456 

(PY2 Savings Order at 5). (Emphasis added). 457 

Q. Has ComEd filed a revised plan to modify the share of the goal it is 458 

responsible for? 459 

A. No, though ComEd mentioned in testimony that "DCEO missed its PY3 goal".  460 

(ComEd Ex. 1.0 Corrected at 7). 461 

Q. What is your recommendation? 462 

A. I recommend the Commission direct the Company to file revised plans as the law 463 

requires.  (220 ILCS 5/8-103(e)). 464 

VIII. "CFL CARRYOVER" 465 

Q. Please provide an overview of "CFL Carryover".  466 

A. ComEd previously requested approval from the Commission of compact 467 

fluorescent lamp ("CFL") carryover in the Plan 2 docket. The Plan 2 Order states: 468 

Mr. Brandt testified that "CFL Carryover" means the kWh savings 469 
from CFLs that were not installed in the Plan year that they were 470 
purchased, and therefore the related energy savings have not yet 471 
been applied to a Plan year.  He stated that ComEd has worked 472 
with the independent evaluators to develop a framework to ensure 473 
that the energy impacts of these CFLs are realized and accounted 474 
for within ComEd's portfolio in future Plan years. 475 

(Plan 2 Order at 23).  Plan 2 states: 476 

In simple terms, it was realized that not all CFLs purchased by 477 
customers are installed in the year they were purchased, but will be 478 
installed in the future.   479 
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(Plan 2 at 38).   480 

For the Residential Lighting program element, it was determined in 481 
the first year evaluation that not all CFLs purchased in the program 482 
were installed in that year.  However, the evaluators have 483 
determined that one-half of the uninstalled CFLs will be installed in 484 
the next Plan year and the other one-half installed two years out.  485 
The evaluators have agreed that the portfolio deserves credit for 486 
the kWh savings associated with these CFLs, starting in the Plan 487 
year they are installed. 488 

(Plan 2 at 31).  As discussed above, for light bulbs, the savings are not necessarily 489 

achieved in the year in which they are purchased.  A CFL that has yet to be 490 

installed in a lamp or light fixture (i.e., yet to replace an inefficient light bulb) saves 491 

no energy.  Customers may store bulbs for future use, so the issue was whether 492 

those bulbs that were not installed in the Plan Year they were purchased should 493 

count towards first-year savings goals in future Plan Years, and if so, how much 494 

savings should apply to those stored bulbs when they are finally installed in a later 495 

Plan Year.   496 

 For PY3, the Evaluator has assumed that 50% of the bulbs not installed in 497 

PY3 that were purchased in PY3 will be installed in the Plan Year after the 498 

purchase, PY4, and the remaining 50% of the bulbs not installed will be installed 499 

two Plan Years after the purchase, PY5.  (Evaluator's Measure Report #2 at 2, 37-500 

41).  Based on this assumption, the savings from deferred installations of CFLs will 501 

occur in a Plan Year in which the costs were not incurred.  Plan 2 states that 502 

"These are essentially 'free' kWh savings for the Plan year in which they are 503 

measured because the cost of the CFL occurred in a past Plan year."  (Plan 2 at 504 

38). 505 
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 As is evident from the above, the whole intent behind the CFL carryover 506 

approach was to more accurately measure the energy savings from CFLs based on 507 

the year the savings are expected to actually occur (i.e., the year the bulbs are 508 

installed).   509 

Q. Did the Commission decide to allow CFL carryover? 510 

A. Yes, the Commission has decided ComEd can allow savings for bulbs based on 511 

their anticipated future use.  (Plan 2 Order at 53).  ComEd's request was granted as 512 

part of a settlement stipulation in the Plan 2 Order.  (Id.).  However, the 513 

Commission did not specify exactly how the CFL carryover calculations are to be 514 

performed.  This issue is important to clarify because savings from CFLs sold 515 

through ComEd's Residential Lighting27 program element represent around half of 516 

the energy savings from ComEd's portfolio.  (Evaluator's Summary Report at 3).  517 

Therefore, I am requesting the Commission make a determination in this 518 

proceeding regarding how the CFL carryover calculations should be performed.   519 

Q. How should the savings be estimated for CFL bulbs purchased in PY3 that 520 

are not installed until PY5? 521 

A. The key issue associated with this question involves whether the savings should be 522 

based on the savings assumptions in effect during the year of purchase, versus the 523 

year the bulb is installed.  This issue is relevant for carryover CFL bulbs purchased 524 

                                            
27

 CFLs represent an even larger portion of the savings from ComEd's portfolio if the CFLs installed 
through the Multi-Family and Single Family direct install programs, and the Prescriptive and Mid-
Stream C&I Lighting programs are taken into account.  However, the Residential Lighting program is 
the primary program in which this CFL carryover occurs.  
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in PY3 and installed in PY5 because EISA28 standards (as discussed further below) 525 

significantly affect the baseline assumptions in PY5.    526 

Below is a simplified29 algorithm used to estimate first-year PY5 annual 527 

energy savings for carryover CFL bulbs that were purchased in PY3 and installed in 528 

PY5.   529 

 [                             
                

                  
               

    

        ]                     

                             
              = The number of bulbs purchased during PY3 that 530 

received an incentive through the ComEd energy efficiency program 531 

that are assumed to be actually installed during PY5. 532 

BaselineWatts  =  Baseline bulb wattage based on lumens of CFL bulb and Plan 533 

Year purchased (PY3) OR installed (PY5). 534 

PY5? PY3?  =  The Plan Year in which the Commission would decide is 535 

appropriate. 536 

EEWatts  =  Actual wattage of CFL purchased in PY3 and installed in PY5. 537 

HOUPY3  =  Average hours of use per year based on the evaluation of the 538 

residential/nonresidential split during the Plan Year of purchase, PY3.  539 

                                            
28

 The Energy Independence and Security Act ("EISA") of 2007 
29

 The in service rate and waste heat factors are excluded from the equation for simplicity. 
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NTGRPY3  =  Net-to-gross ratio based on the evaluation of the NTGR conducted 540 

during the Plan Year of purchase, PY3. 541 

ΔkWhPY5  =  First-year PY5 annual energy savings for carryover CFL bulbs that 542 

were purchased in PY3 and installed in PY5. 543 

The equation below simplifies the algorithm above a bit more to calculate 544 

PY5 net carryover savings from PY3 bulbs.  The variable at issue in this proceeding 545 

is            
    . 546 

[                             
              

          
      

    
        ]                  

ΔWatts = Delta ("Δ" or "change in") Watts ("W") = Baseline wattage 547 

(BaselineWatts) minus actual wattage of CFL purchased in PY3 and 548 

installed in PY5 (EEWatts).  Higher BaselineWatts=Larger Delta 549 

Watts=Larger Energy Savings.  550 

The Company proposes to use the savings calculated from the baseline 551 

(e.g., 100W incandescent bulb=BaselineWatts for 25W=EEWatts) in effect during 552 

the Plan Year in which the bulbs were purchased (PY3), rather than from the 553 

baseline determined during the Plan Year in which the bulbs were installed (PY5) 554 

(e.g., 72W EISA-compliant bulb=BaselineWatts for 25W=EEWatts).  The approach 555 

currently in the Illinois Statewide Technical Reference Manual for PY5 ("IL-TRM-556 

PY5"), and the approach recommended by the TRM Administrator adjusts the 557 

baseline bulb wattage to an EISA-compliant bulb wattage in PY5 (e.g., 72W EISA-558 

compliant bulb=BaselineWatts for 25W=EEWatts CFL) for the bulb wattages 559 
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affected by the EISA standards at the beginning of PY5.  The IL-TRM-PY5 560 

approach of using the EISA-compliant 72W bulb as baseline for 25W CFLs results 561 

in lower net carryover savings for PY5 installs from PY3 purchased CFLs than if a 562 

100W incandescent bulb were used as the baseline.  (See, Staff Ex. 1.5 at 6-7).  563 

The IL-TRM-PY5 states: 564 

Federal legislation stemming from the Energy Independence and 565 
Security Act of 2007 will require all general-purpose light bulbs 566 
between 40 and 100W to be approximately 30% more energy 567 
efficient than current incandescent bulbs. Production of 100W, 568 
standard efficacy incandescent lamps ends in 2012, followed by 569 
restrictions on 75W in 2013 and 60W and 40W in 2014. The 570 
baseline for this measure will therefore become bulbs (improved 571 
incandescent or halogen) that meet the new standard. 572 

To account for these new standards and the expected delay in 573 
clearing retail inventory, the first year annual savings for this 574 
measure is reduced for 100W equivalent bulbs in June 2012, for 575 
75W equivalent bulbs in June 2013 and for 60 and 40W equivalent 576 
bulbs in June 2014.  577 

In addition, since during the lifetime of a CFL, the baseline bulb will 578 
be replaced multiple times, the annual savings claim must also be 579 
reduced within the life of the measure.  For example, for 60W 580 
equivalent bulbs installed in 2012, the full savings… should be 581 
claimed for the first two years, but a reduced annual savings based 582 
on the EISA-compliant baseline should be claimed for the 583 
remainder of the measure life. The appropriate adjustment factors 584 
are provided in the ‘Mid Life Baseline Adjustment’ section below. 585 

Finally, a provision in the EISA regulations requires that by January 586 
1, 2020, all lamps meet efficiency criteria of at least 45 lumens per 587 
watt, in essence making the baseline equivalent to a current day 588 
CFL. Therefore the measure life (number of years that savings 589 
should be claimed) should be reduced once the assumed lifetime of 590 
the bulb exceeds 2020. Due to expected delay in clearing retail 591 
inventory and to account for the operating life of a halogen 592 
incandescent potentially spanning over 2020, this shift is assumed 593 
not to occur until mid-2020. 594 

 (Staff Ex. 1.5 at 1). 595 
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Q. What is your recommendation? 596 

A. I recommend that the Commission determine that the savings for CFL carryover 597 

should be based on the anticipated savings for the Plan Year in which the bulbs are 598 

projected to be actually used.  This approach should more accurately reflect the 599 

first-year savings that the customers would be expected to experience in the year 600 

the bulb is installed.  As previously discussed in this testimony, the whole intent 601 

behind the CFL carryover approach was to more accurately measure the energy 602 

savings from CFLs by counting the savings in the year the savings are expected to 603 

actually occur (i.e., the year the bulbs are installed).  Consistent with this 604 

philosophy, it seems only appropriate to measure savings based on the savings 605 

values (e.g., based on the baseline) determined for the installation year.  This 606 

approach is consistent with that contained in the IL-TRM-PY5.30   In using the 607 

carryover, the savings that accrue obviously depend on the year in which the bulbs 608 

are installed, not the year the bulbs were resting in their boxes.  Because the 609 

savings that will be credited depends on the year of installation, it is appropriate to 610 

use the savings based on the year of installation.  Paradoxically, ComEd proposes 611 

to use the year of purchase for determining savings for these future year CFL 612 

installs. 613 

                                            
30

 While the IL-TRM-PY5 currently lists an EISA-compliant incandescent/halogen (72W) as the baseline 
for 25W CFLs in PY5, Staff is not convinced that this new measure technology has developed 
significant market share to automatically become the baseline.  As of the date of this testimony, I have 
seen no evidence from the ComEd service territory to demonstrate what may be the most appropriate 
baseline at this time (e.g., 100W incandescent, 72W EISA-compliant, 25W CFL).  Evaluation results 
from the ComEd PY4 Residential Lighting program will be available later this year that may be able to 
provide some indication as to how quickly the lighting market has been changing in Illinois based on 
data collected early in PY4. 
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Staff Ex. 1.4 contains a preliminary draft memorandum from the Evaluator 614 

which summarizes the kWh savings impact from adopting the various approaches 615 

to CFL carryover.  The IL-TRM-PY5 method results in 57,545 MWh of net energy 616 

savings from CFLs purchased in PY3 that would be installed in PY5.  Using 617 

ComEd's proposed method results in 60,614 MWh of PY5 net carryover savings 618 

from PY3 bulbs.  If the "deemed" savings values for light bulbs from PY3 are used, 619 

the PY5 net carryover savings from PY3 bulbs would be 53,295 MWh.     620 

Q. If the Commission accepts ComEd's recommendation to measure savings 621 

from CFLs based on the year of purchase rather than installation, do you 622 

have any additional recommendations? 623 

A. Yes.  In this event, I recommend that the Commission base the savings on the 624 

"deemed" values in effect during PY3, the year of purchase.  Rather than using the 625 

Commission-approved "deemed" savings values based on the Plan 1 Order, 626 

ComEd proposes to base savings on an advantageous evaluation result from PY3, 627 

the year of purchase.  If my initial recommendation is rejected, I recommend that 628 

the Commission order ComEd to use the savings values "deemed" in Plan 1 during 629 

the year of purchase.  If the savings values "deemed" for light bulbs from Plan 1 are 630 

used, the PY5 net carryover savings from PY3 bulbs would be 53,295 MWh.    631 

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 632 

Q. Please summarize the results from your review.   633 
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A. My review revealed nothing that would indicate the EE and DR standards set forth 634 

in Section 8-103 of the Act have not been met.31  The achievement of energy 635 

savings in excess of the statutory targets results in 58,408 MWh "banked" from 636 

PY3, for a cumulative total of 97,777 MWh of energy savings "banked" at the end of 637 

PY3 (after adding the 39,369 MWh "banked" from PY2), available for use to comply 638 

with future EE standards, subject to applicable Commission orders.  A summary of 639 

the results are presented in Staff Ex. 1.1. 640 

Q. Please summarize your recommendations.  641 

A. I recommend that the Commission acknowledge in its final order in this proceeding 642 

that the statutory EE and DR standards for PY3 set forth in Section 8-103 of the Act 643 

were achieved and 97,777 MWh of "banked" energy savings is available for use to 644 

comply with energy savings standards in future Plan Years, if needed, subject to 645 

certain limitations set forth in applicable Commission orders.   (Staff Ex. 1.1; Plan 1 646 

Order at 41; Plan 2 Order at 19; PY2 Savings Order at 5-6).  I recommend the 647 

Commission direct that CFL carryover shall be calculated based on the savings 648 

resulting from the baseline determined for the installation year; and that the NTGR 649 

and HOU residential/nonresidential split evaluated during the year of purchase shall 650 

be used for CFL carryover bulbs.  651 

Q. Does this conclude your prepared direct testimony? 652 

A. Yes. 653 

                                            
31

 Failure to take issue with a particular methodology or approach used to estimate energy savings by the 
independent Evaluator should not be construed as an endorsement of those approaches. 
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